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an hyperbaric oxygen
help autistic children?
Carol Wilcock, a
Registered Nurse and CEO of
Dynamic Health Technologies
in Helena, finds the possibility
fascinating.
“In hyperbaric oxygen
therapy or HBOT,” she
explains, “you lie in an inflatable pressure chamber, breathe
oxygen, and relax while air
pressure is increased to more
than normal atmospheric
pressure. This enables the body
to gather more oxygen than
would be possible at normal
atmospheric pressure. The
fluids of the body carry this
extra oxygen which promotes
the release of growth factors
and stem cells.”
Hyperbaric oxygen has
been used to treat decompres38

sion sickness, speed the healing
of wounds, and help the body
recover from illness and injury.
“Those are familiar applications,” says Wilcock, “but now
some physicians are finding
that it may have an effect on
autism.”
One of the first to explore
the connection is Dan
Rossignol, M.D., a family
physician at the International
Child Development Resource
Center in Melbourne, Florida,
which treats children with
developmental disorders.
When both of his young sons
were diagnosed with autism,
a condition that conventional
medicine considers incurable,
Dr. Rossignol searched the
medical literature for treatments that might help. Among
other reports, he found a case
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study in which a child treated
in 1994 with hyperbaric oxygen therapy improved.
To help his sons, Dr.
Rossignol investigated nutritional supplements, special
diets, and other holistic or
alternative protocols, but
hyperbaric oxygen provided
the most dramatic results.
Dr. Rossignol and his wife,
Lanier Rossignol, who is a
family nurse practitioner,
published “Hyperbaric
Oxygen Therapy May Improve
Symptoms in Autistic
Children” in the March
22, 2006 issue of Medical
Hypotheses and other research
has since explored the effects
of the treatment on children
with autism.
As Dr. Rossignol explained
in a 2006 Medical Veritas interview, numerous studies demonstrate that some children with
autism have diminished cerebral blood flow, especially of
the temporal lobes. “This
decreased blood flow has
been correlated with many
autism core symptoms such as
repetitive, self-stimulatory, and
stereotypical behaviors, and
impairments in communication, sensory perception,
and social interaction,” he said.
“HBOT can help overcome
cerebral hypoperfusion by
providing more oxygen to the
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brain.”
In addition, children with
autism have neuro-inflammation
and gastrointestinal inflammation,
and HBOT is strongly anti-inflammatory. These children have
increased oxidative stress, and
HBOT can decrease oxidative stress
through up-regulation of antioxidant
enzymes and increased antioxidant
production. They also have a relative
mitochondrial dysfunction, and research
shows that HBOT increases oxygenation
to mitochondria and also increases the
production of mitochondria. Dr.
Rossignol noted, “Autism is a neurodegenerative
disease which most people consider irreversible.
Stem cells are produced in bone marrow but are
also produced in the brain. HBOT has been
shown to increase the production of stem cells
which may aid in reversing ‘irreversible’ brain
disorders. It is conceivable that new stem cells
could replace abnormal cells in the body.”
Brian D. Udell, MD, is Medical Director
of the Child Development Center of America
in Davie, Florida. At his website, TheAutism
Doctor.com, he writes, “To the extent that extra
pressure addresses the sensory patient, HBOT
can be a valuable therapy. Anaerobic bacteria and
yeast would tend to shun the oxygen-rich, higher
pressure environment of a chamber. And, on a
percentage basis, even +1.3 ATM, added pressure
enriches plasma. The latest buzz involves
‘dormant,’ not dead, neuronal cells, which are
waiting to be invigorated.”
“At Dynamic Health Technologies,” says
Carol Wilcock, “our chambers operate at 1.3
ATM (also abbreviated ATA), which stands for
atmospheres absolute, which is the sum of barometric and hydrostatic pressures. This is a very
safe level, just slightly higher than normal
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atmospheric pressure, and it’s the pressure used
in most of the HBOT autism research. Kids can
read, sleep, listen to music, or play games on a
phone or iPad. Each chamber is in a separate
room, and parents are invited to stay.”
Some risks such as oxidative stress have been
reported in high-pressure oxygen chambers, but
reviews of the literature show that oxidative
stress is not a problem in pressures less than
twice normal atmospheric pressure, well within
the range recommended for children.
The Rocky Mountain Children’s Hospital in
Denver at Presbyterian/St. Luke’s, which provides
HBOT in single-person chambers, offers these
guidelines for young patients:
During hyperbaric treatment children—
lie down, relax, and breathe normally while a
technician gradually pressurizes the chamber.
After treatment the chamber is gradually depressurized and some children may feel light-headed, tired,
or experience ear popping. Most children go back
to their daily activities without delay.
“Hyperbaric oxygen therapy for autism is
controversial simply because it’s new,” says
Wilcock. “I encourage anyone with an autistic
child to explore the medical literature for recent
39
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yperbaric treatment for
children with autism: a multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
controlled trial,” by D.A. Rossignol,
et al. BMC Pediatrics, March 13,
2009. This study of 62 two-to-sevenyear-old children with autism concluded that, “Children with autism
who received hyperbaric treatment
at 1.3 ATA and 24 percent oxygen for
40 hourly sessions had significant
improvements in overall functioning,
receptive language, social interaction,
eye contact, and sensory/cognitive
awareness compared to children
who received slightly pressurized
room air.”

studies.”
In a 2009 study (see box,
above), patients were treated
and tracked for only four
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yperbaric oxygen treatment in
autism spectrum disorders,” by
Daniel A. Rossignol, et al. Medical
Gas Research, Volume 2, 2012. This
report reviews the effects of HBOT
on autistic patients as described in
several studies. The researchers
conclude that HBOT is a safe and
potentially effective treatment for
children with ASD [Autism Spectrum
Dis-orders] but that further studies
are warranted… Targeting subgroups
that possess specific physiological
abnormalities may be a fruitful
method for determining which
ASD individuals would benefit from
treatment with HBOT.

weeks for a total of 40 sessions.
According to Robert Hendren,
executive director of the
University of California Davis
M.I.N.D. Institute, which is a

large autism research
center, children receiving 80 hours of HBOT
often show greater
improvements that last
longer. He adds that
some parents buy
chambers (approved by
the Food and Drug
Administration) and
give their children
periodic “tune-ups at
home, though those
treatments haven’t
been studied.
Hyperbaric oxygen
therapy for autism has not
been studied by the FDA and is
therefore not an FDA-approved
autism treatment. 
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